DRL4543
CUSTOM SERIES DIRECT VENT FIREPLACES

Our name is our promise.

CONTEMPORARY

Where superior performance and unique versatility are showcased in an ultra
modern design. A masterpiece on fire, but a presence that represents luxury with or
without the flame.
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FEATURED DRL4543 shown with Black Decorative Face Trim, Blue Glass Media, and Indoor/Outdoor See-Through Conversion.

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
Expansive viewing area creates a breathtaking linear design to complete any home
Sleek Black Porcelain interior walls
Variable flame control
Accent LED interior lighting
Multi-Function remote control features thermostat and manual modes with flame and lighting adjustments
Ability to convert to a see-through configuration for indoor and indoor/outdoor use (Exterior Door Kit sold separately)
20 year limited warranty

FEATURED DRL43 shown with Black Decorative Face Trim and Amber Glass Media.

GLASS MEDIA OPTIONS
Choose from four glass media options to complement your decor.

Blue

Amber

Speckled Orange

Green

EXTERIOR OPTIONS
(Optional)
Choose from three decorative face trims to customize to your decor.

Aged Silver

Aged Copper

Black

APPLIANCE SPECIFICATIONS

FLAT WALL FRAMING SPECIFICATIONS

2 1/32”
43 7/8”

8 1/8”

17 1/2”
16 1/2”
8 1/4”

8”

16 9/32”

29 13/16”

7 1/32”
1”
44 1/16”
52”
55 1/16”

1”
8 1/4”
1 13/16”

On the cover: DRL4543 shown with Black Porcelain liner and Black Decorative
Face Trim.

FIREPLACE EFFICIENCIES
MODEL

IMPORTANT NOTES:

As with any heating appliance, fireplace or stove, this appliance is extremely hot during operation. Read and
understand all operating instructions before using this appliance. For further information, consult your dealer.
Local conditions, such as elevation, wind, vent configuration and choice of fuel will affect overall appearance of the
fire and heating performance. Performance can also vary with home design and insulation, climate, condition and
type of fuel used, appliance location, burn rate, accessories chosen, chimney installation and how the appliance is
operated.

FUEL

BTU/HR

DRL4543

NG

41,000

DRL4543

LP

39,000

Diagrams, illustrations and photographs are not to scale—consult installation instructions. Product designs,
materials, dimensions, specifications, colors and prices are subject to change or discontinuance without notice.
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